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Now that you’ve spent years building and growing your business,
it’s only natural to want to cash in your chips and reap the rewards
of your hard work. But how much is your business really worth?
Determining the price you’re willing to sell for, and the price a buyer
is willing to pay for your business is one of the most complicated
and difficult computations.

1

Demonstrate Value

One of the most effective methods for boosting the sale price of your
business is to demonstrate its worth to potential buyers. If you’re
determined to do what it takes to get the best price when selling
your business, create a sound revenue model that is predictable,
sustainable and recurring.
By clearly laying out the current and potential value of the business
through a revenue model, prospective buyers will be encouraged.
Remember to value and/or protect any intangible assets such
as intellectual property (IP) by developing an assets register
that includes copies of trademarks, contracts, policies/manual,
agreements etc.

2

Determine True Market Value

In order to negotiate the best price you’ll need to
determine its true market value, and having a business
valuation done, either professionally or otherwise will
serve of great value. The valuation will provide an
analysis of every aspect of your business and can also
help determine strengths and weaknesses which can be
addressed accordingly to increase business value. Also,
a valuation helps you negotiate from a position of having
information, rather than from emotion.

This 4-page lift out will give you
a back-of-the-napkin method you
can use to prepare and maximise
the value and sale price of your
business when the time comes
– whatever the field, industry or
service you are in.
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3 Prepare the books
A valuable

business is
attractive,

There’s no doubt that transparency is critical

accurate and up-to-date financial records,

to avoiding any suspicion or unexpected

statements and tax lodgment records will

surprises with prospective buyers. It’s

most definitely support the value of your

highly recommended having your due

business to potential buyers. It is also

diligence materials reviewed in advance by

wise to reduce your liabilities for example,

professional advisors such as an accountant

ensuring all tax payments, leases and asset

or business advisor. Comprehensive,

loans are up to date.

ready,

systemised
and low
risk.

4 Increase Sales Income
A rise in sales income leading up to a buyer

if a large portion of your business income

purchasing the business can certainly

is wrapped up one or two customers,

help boost value, but also assist in buyers

your business will seem much riskier to

if they are applying for finance. However,

prospective buyers. By diversifying your

any business owner knows that increasing

customer base, you will reduce the risk that

sales is no easy task. If possible, seek to

the loss of one large client would have on

build a highly diversified customer base and

the business.

5 Maintain the smooth running of the operations
When you finally make the decision to advertise your business for sale,
it’s critically important to ensure that you understand what you are
really selling and that your business operations are running smoothly.
Some important areas to consider prior to selling your business
is (where appropriate) to prepare your employees, key contracting
partners and customers, to ensure that operations continue as
planned throughout the process. Your business performance during
this crucial period could ultimately impact the overall sale price.

6 Plan, Plan, Plan
With lending institutions tightening their belts like never before, and
cashed-up buyer rarer than hens teeth, it’s more important than ever
to plan ahead. Always remember that, no matter how ready your
business is, finding a buyer can take considerable time.
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Business Plan:
Getting Started
I’ve never met anyone who bought

Just like house plans, a business

Regardless of whether you’re starting

a business so they could follow a

plan precisely defines the project

from scratch, buying, expanding

business plan. Despite its critical

and identifies the basic components

or planning to sell a business, a

importance, many business owners

that help allocate resources properly,

functional business plan forces you

drag their feet when it comes to

handle unexpected/unforeseen

to be objective rather than overly

the process of planning. From my

complications and most of all it’s a tool

optimistic.

experience, they argue that their

to help make good business decisions.

marketplace changes too fast and
outdates the plan or they don’t have
enough time to keep track. Sound like
anyone you know?

When you take the time to sit down

But just as a builder won’t begin

and honestly consider the financial

construction without plans, eager

picture, market projections and overall

business owners shouldn’t operate

objectives, you’re more likely to make a

without a business plan.

rational decision.

creating the plan
If you’ve got this far into the article, I’m guessing you’re thinking about improving the value or selling your business and
drafting up a plan (or blowing the dust off the one you did a few years ago). But before you go anywhere or do anything,
I want to remind you that a business plan is a tool with 3 basic purposes:

Communication
As a communication tool, your business plan can
be used to attract capital from investors, secure
loans, assist in attracting strategic business
partners or in everyone’s case, sell the business.
In other words, a well executed and managed

1. Com
muni
catio
n,
2. Ma
nage
ment
,
and

3. Pla
nni

ng.

business plan can convince a third party investor
of the present and future value held in the
business by demonstrating that it has the potential

Planning

to make a PROFIT. A thoughtful business plan
will take a realistic look at almost every phase of

As a planning tool, the business plan will

business (startup, growth, expansion, maturity)

guide you through the various phases of your

and will allow you, as the business owner and

business regardless of how it is performing

Director, to show that you have worked out all the

when you start. The Plan will help mitigate

problems and outlined solutions as well as offering

roadblocks and obstacles. Many business

potential alternatives before actually launching, or

owners share their business plans with their

transitioning out of your business.

employees to foster a broader understanding

Management

of where the business is going.

As a management tool, your business plan will

improvement. By using your business plan daily

help you track, monitor and evaluate progress

or weekly, you will be able to flag any variances

and performance. It’s critically important for

and amend to accommodate critical changes.

you to remember that any business plan is a

Overall, the plan will establish timelines and

living document that you will modify as you

milestones, and its purpose is clearly to gauge

gain knowledge and experience. Nothing is

your progress and compare your projections to

certain, so all plans are subject to change or

actual results.
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1. Over the next 5 years, what service or
product does your business provide and
what needs does it fill?

g value and eventually
If you intend on boostin
ld
your Business plan shou
selling your business,
tions:
cover these 4 core ques

2. Over the next 5 years, who are the
potential customers or buyers for your
business and why will they purchase
from you?

3. How
much a
re you
business
willing
for and
to sell y
b
our
y
when?
4. W
 hat a
re the
strength
of your
s and w
business
eakness
that ca
to impr
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n be w
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using the plan
In a nutshell, if you can briefly complete the following pointers, you’ll be on your way to developing your own Plan for the future:
Give a detailed description of the business and its goals.
 iscuss the ownership of the business and the legal
D
structure.
List the skills and experience you bring to the business.
 iscuss the advantages you and your business have over
D
your competitors.
Discuss the products/services offered.
Identify the customer demand for your product/service.
Identify your market, its size and location/s.
 xplain how your product/service will be advertised and
E
marketed.
Explain the pricing strategy.
 xplain your source and the amount of initial equity or
E
capital.
 hat is a monthly operating budget for the next 24
W
months.
 hat is an expected return on investment and monthly
W
cash flow for the next 12 months.

 rovide income statements and balance sheets for a twoP
year period.
Calculate your break-even point.
 reate a plan to maintain your accounting records and
C
how they will be kept.
 hat contingencies do you need to develop in order to
W
address alternative approaches to any problem that may
develop.
 ow will the business will be managed on a day-to-day
H
basis.
 hat hiring and personnel procedures are/need to be
W
implemented or improved on.
 hat insurance, lease or rent agreements, and issues are
W
on foot in your business.

Account
for the equipment necessary to produce your
products or services.
 ccount for production and delivery of products and
A
services.

The big questions are “Why are businesses sold for less than they are
advertised for?” or “Why can’t I sell my business?”
Now more than ever business owners are feeling the pressures of a tight
lending market, and these hard economic times won’t tolerate a business
that is not maintaining a profit or improving its value.
So before you begin thinking of selling your business, make sure you
invest time in putting together the correct material and systems to
present the tangible and intangible value in your business. Why? Because
the better your business looks on paper, the more it will be worth and the
better the chance of actually selling it for the asking price.
Get Zooming and…VALUE your business.
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This content has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For this reason, any individual should, before acting, consider the
appropriateness of the information, having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial situation and needs and, if necessary, seek appropriate professional advice.

